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Key objectives of the seminar:
1. Computer-Aided Design and Production of Electronic Devices
2. Electronics Manufacturing Services
3. Ensuring the Quality and Reliability of Electronic Devices

Guidelines for Oral Presentations
Please note that the overall time available for your presentation is limited to 10 minutes
allowed for the actual presentation and 5 minutes for discussion. You should plan your
presentation carefully. You should select your vocabulary to address as wide an audience
as possible and avoid unfamiliar abbreviations or expressions. Your oral presentation
should be performed in the way of answers the following questions:
Why was the project undertaken?
What was done?
What was learned?
What does it mean?
Remember, the three rules for an effective presentation are:
 Tell them what you are going to say (spend a few moments introducing your topic and
what you intend to speak about).
 Tell them (deliver your talk, including the methods, results and conclusions)
 Tell them what you said (summarize the most important points of your lecture).
Please remember that the responsibility of having your paper ready for Presentation at
the scheduled time is primarily in your hands as the presenter. Check the readability,
completeness and order of your slides before your presentation. Arrive well in advance of
the session, and acquaint yourself with the operation of the podium and location of the
equipment. Seminar staff will be present to assist you. There are no scheduled breaks in
the agenda so it is mandatory that the presentations be loaded before the beginning of
each session.
Be careful to speak in accordance with the sequence of your slides. Avoid making major
modifications to your transparencies during your presentation. Do not use more than 1
slide per minute. Please stay within the time limit allocated for your presentation.
Technical equipment provided in the Conference room are:
 Multimedia video projector;
 Projection screen;
 Standard multimedia PC with CD-ROM drive.
The operating system for session computers is Microsoft Windows XP. The available
software is Microsoft Office 7 (or newer) that includes Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Adobe
Acrobat Reader, and Windows Media Player. Therefore, all presentations must be
compatible with these packages. Slide and overhead projectors will not be available!
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Solution of the Stefan Problem During RadiationConductive Heat Transfer in the Process of Growing
Sapphire Single Crystals by a Modified Kyropoulos
Method
Vladimir Petrosyan
Scientific department
LLC "Techsapphire"
Belgorod, Russia
Akris3vl@yandex.ru

Alexander Belousov
Department of informatization and
communication
BSTU named after V.G. Shukhov
Belgorod, Russia
ntk@intbel.ru

Abstract— In the present article, the Stefan problem for the
process of growing sapphire single crystals by the modified
Kyropoulos method (GOI method) has been posed and solved.
The problem was solved under the condition of the cylindrical
symmetry of the thermal field in the quasistationary
approximation, taking into account the transparency of the
crystal and the different functional dependence of the thermal
conductivity on temperature in different ranges. The exact
analytical solutions of the heat equation in different
temperature ranges are found. The model was verified and
semi-empirical formulas were obtained for calculating the
temperature distribution in a growing crystal with a moving
phase transition front. Taking into account the calculated
temperature gradients, analytical expressions are obtained for
calculating the thermal stresses, the density of dislocations and
velocity of crystal growth.
Keywords— sapphire single crystals, the modified method of
Kyropoulos, crystal temperature distribution, solutions of the
heat equation, crystal growth rate.

I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial sapphire is a solid single crystal transparent
material obtained from a melt of aluminum oxide (Al2O3).
By its chemical composition, synthetic sapphire single
crystal is identical to the natural one, which is a blue or blue
variety of corundum and used in jewelry production.
Artificial sapphire does not contain substances that give it a
variety of shades and is of great interest in various fields of
science, technology, medicine and biology.
The rapid development of micro-electron technology,
precise optics component and infrared equipment has made a
higher request for sapphire cristal's quality and size.
Therefore, very strict requirements are imposed to the
technological process of growing sapphire single crystals on
the stability of the thermal regime over time. Controlling
such a process requires a detailed study of the formation of
the temperature field and the dynamics of the phase
transition front under the conditions of predominance of
radiation in the heat transfer for a transparent crystal [1].
Numerous experiments conducted by Techsapphire LLC
(Belgorod), as well as the experience of other companies,
have shown that the shape and direction of natural
convection flows (not including forced convection during
crystal rotation) determine the shape of the growth front of

Artem Grebenik
Postgraduate student
BSTU named after V.G. Shukhov
Belgorod, Russia
iitusnik@gmail.com

sapphire crystals. In addition, impurities and micron bubbles
create in the growing crystal a scattering and absorption
region at wavelengths corresponding to the IR range, which
leads to a decrease in the radiation heat sink through the
grown part of the crystal. With fluctuations in the
concentration of impurities and gas saturation of the melt in a
growing crystal, the shape of the crystallization front may
change with a change in the angle of solution of the growth
cone. In turn, it is known that a change in the angle at the
apex of the growth cone can change the nature of growth
from stratified, when small bubbles repel from the front to
normal, when there is a change in the morphology of the
crystallization front, which causes the capture of bubbles by
the growing crystallization front. It has been established
experimentally that in the steady-state growth regime, the
optimal cone angle at the apex ranges from 70 to 95 degrees.
As a rule, the boundaries of the sections saturated with
gas inclusions have increased internal stresses. Therefore, an
abrupt change in the sign of the stresses associated with the
fluctuation of the temperature gradient in the growing part of
the crystal and at the crystallization front can lead to the
appearance of blocks in the conical part of the crystal or on
the edge of the growing crystal. This is especially important
at the stages of seeding and growing the upper part of the
crystal. It is important to note that during the growth process,
the temperature distribution in the grown part of the crystal
changes and, accordingly, the temperature gradient at the
boundary of the phase transition front.
Thus, the knowledge and control of thermal conditions in
the growth chamber when growing sapphire single crystals
from the melt is essential for the synthesis of single crystals
of high optical quality.
Since translucent media have high transparency for
thermal radiation in certain regions of the spectrum, an
experimental study of temperature fields in the bulk of a
semitransparent material at high temperature presents
considerable difficulties. These difficulties are associated
both with the design features of the growth plants, in which
the observation area is limited, and with the unsuitability of
traditional contact measurement methods. Non-contact
methods allow to measure the temperature values on the
sample surface. Therefore, the problem of calculating
temperature fields and heat fluxes during the crystallization
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and cooling of a semitransparent material in the coverage of
the melt-crystal system is of a particular relevance.
To establish the relationship between the technological
parameters of the crystallization process, the size of the
growing crystal and the position of the crystallization front, a
joint consideration of the heat fluxes in the crystal-melt
system is required, that is, the joint solution of the convective
heat equation and the Navier-Stokes equation, which takes
into account the melt crystallization flows and convection.
However, when analyzing the stability of the crystallization
process, it is sufficient to know the signs of the derivatives of
temperature gradients at the crystallization front by the
relevant parameters [2], and the effect of melt convection on
transfer can be taken into account by formally introducing
effective thermal conductivity and heat transfer coefficients
from the crystal surface.

where 0<r<r0 , 0<x<l, r0 - the radius of the crystal, l - is the
length of the crystal, ρS - density, χ – heat capacity, KS (T) thermal conductivity, T - temperature.
Radiation occurs from the surface of the grown part of
the crystal located above the surface of the melt.
Schematically, the crucible with the melt and the grown part
of the crystal is shown in Fig.1.

We note that due to the presence of a large number of
factors that must be taken into account in the thermal
problem, for example, the complex dependence of the
thermal characteristics of various substances on temperature,
there is currently no complete mathematical description of
thermal phenomena of the growth of single crystals.
Closed solution is usually achieved by using some
simplifications, for example, by specifying a certain
dependence of the transfer coefficients on temperature. Thus,
in [3], the thermal conductivity coefficient is applied
proportional to ≈1/T, and in T3 , in the linearization of the
law of radiation from the crystal surface is proposed.
When studying the evolution of impurities, point defects
(interstices, vacancies) and dislocations, when a thermal
history of the process (including cooling) is required, nonstationary modeling is necessary.
II. METHOD
When sapphire crystals are grown by the GOI method,
the characteristic time of changing the crystal shape is long
compared to hydrodynamic parameters. Therefore, we use a
quasistationary approach, solving a number of stationary
problems corresponding to different functional dependences
of the thermal conductivity coefficient on temperature in the
temperature range up to 1973 K°, as well as near the phase
transition temperature of 2303 K°.
This greatly simplifies the modeling and allows one to
obtain exact analytical solutions of the heat equation under
the appropriate boundary conditions. It is necessary to take
into account the reflection of radiation from the outer opaque
boundaries (the inner surface of the tungsten crucible and the
covering tungsten disk), from the inner boundaries due to
different refractive indices and the dependence of the optical
properties of the crystal on the radiation wavelength.
Let us consider the heat conduction equation for the
temperature field in a growing crystal, which is of a general
nature and is true both for the case of growth of the weft on
seeding and for the growing crystal.

χρS

∂T(r,x,t)
∂T(r,x,t) 1 ∂
KS (T) r
+
=
∂t
r ∂r
∂t
∂
∂T(r,x,t)
+
KS (T)
∂x
∂t

(1)

Fig.1 - Schematic diagram of crystal growth by GOI
method
On the surface of the crystal radiation condition takes
place:

-KS (T)(gradT)n =σεS T4 -QB (M)

(2)

where
– the degree of blackness of the crystal, - the
external normal at some point M on the surface of the crystal,
( ) - heat flux incident on the crystal at point M,
radiated by the heated internal surfaces (the inner surface of
the crucible and the covering disk),
- Boltzmann
constant.
It is possible to determine the temperature in a stream of
radiation incident on a crystal as follows:

QB (M)=εT σ T4B (M)

(3)

wher εT - the amissivity coefficient of the inner surface of
the crucible and the covering disk.
Before continuing further calculations, we note that the
growth cone of a crystal in the melt is formed by convective
melt flows and the crystallization front is located along the
melt isotherm on this boundary.
Figure 2 shows the real cone of monocrystal sapphire
growth after the seeding is completed, extracted from the
melt, and further cooled. In a real process, as experiments
have shown, the angle at the apex of the cone increases to
approximately 90-95° at the exit to the cylindrical growth
zone.
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1000 ° , γ

For sapphire
M
101,96.

2, Λ

12

angstrom,

Taking into account (8), it’s obvious that equation (7)
has a fifth degree of nonlinearity in temperature.

Fig.2 - Growth cone of sapphire monocrystal
Variation in the growth angle, with the same crystal
diameter, leads to a change in the heat flux from the melt
through the boundary of the crystallization front. Given that
the surface area of a cone can be defined as
2
Scon =π(reff
0 )

where reff
0 =

r0
sin

α
2

However, for sapphire at high temperatures from a
crystallization temperature of 2303 K° to a melting point of
2323 K° and higher, both cubic and quadratic dependence of
the coefficient of thermal conductivity on temperature is
possible.
3

Consider the case when KS ≈TS .
In a fairly narrow temperature range of 2173 - 2303 K°,
we write the ratio

(4)

3

KS =KSL

– effective radius.

Therefore, to get the equation for average temperature
(x,t)
TS
, let us integrate equation (1) by reff
0 and take into
account relations (2) and (3).

TS

(9)

T3SL

Substituting (9) into (7), we obtain a second-order linear
differential equation:

d2 TS (x) 2σεeff T3SL
- eff
TS (x)=0
dx2
r0 KSL (TSL)

Then we get

(10)

The general solution of equation (10) is

∂TS
2
4
χρ
=- eff σεS TS (x,t)-σεT T4B (x,t) +
∂t
r0

TS (x)=√A C1 exp ( x√A)-C2 exp ( -x√A)
(5)

∂2 TS
+KS (T) 2
∂x

Let us introduce some empirical parameter ξ and
imagine the temperature in the radiation flux falling on the
growing part of the crystal from the inner surface of the
crucible and the covering disk as follows:
4

χT4B (x,t)εT =TS (x,t)εS ξ

(6)

Then, in the stationary case from (5) and taking into
account (6), we obtain a second-order nonlinear differential
equation

where the designation is entered: A=

To find the independent constants C1 and C2, we
use the boundary conditions:
TS (x)=TSL,x→0
TS (x)=TlS ,x→l

Taking into account (12) and (13) from (11) we find:

Note that the thermal conductivity coefficient in equation
(7) has a different functional dependence on temperature in
different temperature ranges from 293 K° to 1973 K° and
from 1973 K° to 2303 K° and above [4].
It is known [5] that for dielectric crystals the value of co
thermal conductivity coefficient depends on the molecular
weight MS, interatomic distance Λ, Debye temperature ΘD
and Gruneisen constant γ.
In the framework of the microscopic theory of thermal
properties of crystals, the coefficient of thermal conductivity
is described by the Leibfried-Shleiman formula [5]:

KS =

MS ΛΘ2D
γ2 TS

C1 =

(7)

where the designation is entered εeff = εS(1-ξ) - effective
coefficient of crystal blackness. The parameter «ξ» is found
from the experiment for each installation separately.

(8)

(12)
(13)

where l is the length of the crystal, TlS - temperature in the
upper part of the grown crystal at x = l.

2

2σεeff
d TS (x)
4
- eff
TS =0
2
dx
r0 KS (TS )

(11)

2σεeff T3SL
.
reff
0 KSL (TSL )

TlS -TSL exp ( -l√A)

C2 =

2√A⋅sh(l√A)
TlS -TSL exp ( l√A)

(14)
(15)

2√A⋅sh(l√A)

where sh(l√A) - hyperbolic sine.
Then the solution of equation (10) is obtained in the
form:

TS (x)=

1

TlS - exp ( -l√A) exp ( x√A) (16)
2⋅sh(l√A)
l
- TS -TSL exp ( l√A) exp ( -x√A)

Since the temperature at the top of the crystal, as it
grows, decreases from TSL to TlS , can accept

TlS =TSL⋅b
where 0<b≤1.
Then (16) will be rewritten as:

(17)
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TS (x)=

TSL

b- exp ( -l√A) exp ( x√A)2⋅sh l√A
- b- exp ( l√A) exp ( -x√A)

(18)

or

TS (x)=

TSL
2⋅sh(l√A)

(19)

b·sh(x√A)+sh (l-x)√A

If we assume that the upper part of the crystal cools down
exponentially, then we can take:

b= exp ( -l√A) или TlS =TSL exp ( -l√A)

(20)

Then from (18) or (19) we can finally get, taking into
account the true values for A and reff
0 :

(21)

From (21) one can find the temperature gradient near the
crystallization front at x→0:

α
4σεeff T3SL sin 2
KSL DS

=TSL
x→0

(22)

If in equation (7) to substitute the expression for the
thermal conductivity KS in the high temperature region,
expressed through the refractive index N for wavelengths in
the infrared range and the absorption coefficient β [6, 7], that
is, if
3

16 N2 σ TS
KS =
3β

(23)

where N is the refractive index, β is the absorption
coefficient, then we obtain the equation:

d2 TS (x) 3εeff β
- eff 2 TS =0
dx2
8 r0 N

(24)

The solution of this equation with the boundary
conditions for equation (7) can be written as:

TS (x)=
where

TSL
*

b* ·sh(x A* )+sh (l-x) A*

If
*

(25)

2⋅sh(l A )
A* =

by analogy

It is known that under conditions of high-temperature
growth, an inhomogeneous temperature distribution in a
growing crystal leads to the appearance of thermal stresses
and different dislocation densities [7]. In the framework of
the approach considered by us, the magnitude of the stresses
arising along the axis of the growing crystal can be estimated
by the formula

αT ·E 2 d2 TS (x)
Σxx =
l
(1-μ)
dx2

3εeff β
2
8 reff
0 N

with (20)

(26)
it is assumed

that

*

b = exp ( -l A ), then we get

gradient

(30)

In view of equality ηT =αT TS (x) will have

Σxx =αT TS (x)C11

(31)

where C11 = 497.6 GPa is the coefficient of the sapphire
thermoelasticity matrix.
The density of dislocations can be estimated by the
formula

PD =

αT
gradTS (x)
δ

(32)

where δ is the Burgers vector.
Thus, we obtained the exact analytical solutions of
equation (7) allow us to establish the relationship of the
temperature distribution in a growing crystal with
thermodynamic parameters, mechanical and physical
properties of sapphire.
Velocity of crystal growth throw the equation of interface
transportation of thermal fluid, the maximal velocity of
crystal growth Vmax can be given as [8]:

Vmax =

KS
gradTS
ρS H

(33)

where H – heat of fusion.
Equation (33) shows that the maximum growth velocity
depends on the temperature gradient value of crystal. To
accelerate the crystal’s growth, the temperature gradient
must be increased. But an excessively high temperature
gradient may enlarge thermal stress and make dislocation
destiny increasing, even disruption.
Considering the effect of thermal effect on the crystal
disruption, the allowed maximum thermal stress Σmax is [9]:

α
x 3εeff β sin 2
TS (x)=TSL exp 2N
DS
Accordingly, the temperature
crystallization front will have the form

(29)

The relationship of stresses and deformations ηT can be
written in the form:

Σxx =C11 ηT

where DS=2r0 - crystal diameter.

gradTS (x)

(28)

where αT - thermal expansion coefficient, E - Young's
modulus, μ - Poisson's ratio, and l is the length of the crystal.

α
sin 2
KSL DS

4σεeff T3SL

TS (x)=TSL exp -x

α
TSL 3εeff β sin 2
gradTS (x) x→0 =
2N
DS

(27)

at

the

-1
1
1
1
2
Σmax = αT r0 (hr0 ) (1- hr0 ) gradTS
4
2

In equation (34): h – cooling coefficient.

(34)
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Equations (33) and (34) show the relationship between
the maximum thermal stress and the maximum velocity of
crystal growth is proportional.
Therefore, in order to obtain crystal without disruption,
the growth velocity must be lower then the maximum growth
velocity. Other is, the excessively high velocity will cause a
larger thermal stress, dislocation density increasing.
At the stage of iso-diameter, heat exchanger is limited in
radiating efficiency and the velocity of crystal growth is
mainly determined by temperature decreasing velocity.
III. CONCLUSION
Generally, GOI process control is based on reducing the
heating power according to a predetermined function of time
which is chosen empirically on the grounds of quality of
crystal’s obtained in preceding processes.
In recent years, weight sensors have been used to control
the process of crystal growing by Kyropoulos method [10].
The main advantage of the crystallization process control
using dynamic weighing is the ability to measure
continuously and stabilize the crystallization mass rate using
a feedback system. However, the signal from the crystal
weight sensor is a function of two parameters — the linear
crystallization rate and the shape of the crystallization front.
Therefore, for example, the cause of the decrease in the
dm

(where m – weight according to the weight
derivative
dt
sensor) can be both a decrease in the linear crystallization
rate, and a decrease in the angle at the vertex of the cone of
the crystallization front. This leads to a loss of reliability in
managing the growth of the crystal due to incorrect operation
feedback system.
The calculations presented in this article, as well as
experimental studies have allowed to propose a new method
of automatic control of the growth of sapphire crystals.
The method is based on experimental data and analysis of
the solution of equation (7), as well as solutions in the case
2
KS ~T , and KS=const, which lead to the solution of a

nonlinear differential equation. As a result, a semi-empirical
observation equation for temperature was obtained, by
analogy with the W. Bardsley equation [11] for the crystal
mass.
Thus, the new automatic system for controlling crystal
growth by temperature allows us to avoid problems with the
use of dynamic weighing. This is important to ensure the
stability of the process with automatic seeding and growth of
the upper part of the crystal to the maximum diameter.
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